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Press Release Summary: Flower Arrangements Made Simple was 
written for those individuals tired of paying high prices for simple 
floral arrangements. It is the perfect step-by-step photographic 
guide for making flower arrangements while saving over the high 
cost of using a florist.  

 

Press Release Body: Monterey, TN - Judith A. Babb has penned the perfect 
How-To guide for making flower arrangements simply and 
inexpensively. Her recently released, eBook Flower Arrangements Made 



Simple, a 80 plus page guide gives step-by-step instruction on how to make 
unique and dynamic floral arrangements like a professional floral specialist at 
an affordable price, all in the privacy of your home. There is no reason to pay 
an outrageous fee for a flower arrangement when it can be done for less than 
half the cost just by using Flower Arrangements Made Simple. With 15 
years of artistic design behind her, Judith has become an expert in simple yet 
elegant designs at an affordable price, saving thousands of dollars by making 
arrangements herself rather than going to a florist. She has created flower 
baskets, holiday arrangements, and more that have dazzled visitors, friends 
and colleagues. Now she has brought her experience and flare into print so 
that everyone can enjoy beautiful professional looking floral arrangements 
made at home, without the expensive price tag of a florist.  

Reader Comments: 

“This is a straightforward, easy-to-follow approach to flower arranging. I like 
that it lists all the things one needs to make a lovely floral arrangement and 
has so many helpful tips.”--Betty Stephenitch, Ventura, Ca. 

"Flower Arrangements Made Simple" by Judy Babb gives all the basics for 
making all types of flower arrangements for any occasion. It could be called 
"Flower Arranging for Dummies". Full of great info and resources.”--Annette 
Lantaff, Monterey, TN 

"For someone who is not in the least crafty or able to do anything with 
flowers, Judy Babb's Flower Arrangements Made Simple is the best little e-
book for people like me. It actually makes working on flowers fun and easy!"-
-Margaret LeNois, Author, Cremator's Revenge, Deadly Duplicates, 
Don't Go Alone!  

About Judith Babb: 
Judith Babb was born in Chicago, Illinois. She recently retired to the 
mountains of Tennessee with her husband Bill and has been enjoying the 
beauty of their surroundings for the past few years. She has always enjoyed 
the magnificence of flowers and loved giving them as gifts to friends and 
family. Judith created this book so that everyone could share in her love of 
flowers and see how easy it really is to make your own arrangements at very 
little cost. 
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